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ANGLE BARS FOR INLAND FLAT LAP MACHINES 
User Instructions 

Inland Angle Bars are used for grinding and polishing precise angles. They are available in two configurations: A bar 

(Inland no. 763801276) for grinding 90° and 45° angles and a bar (Inland no. 73801277) for making 22.5° and 60° angles. 

Safety 
� Always wear safety goggles or glasses.  

� Always follow the set-up and use instructions provided with your Flat Lap machine. 

Installing 
1. Inland Angle Bars can be used on both the 8" SwapTop™ Flat Lap and 6" SwapTop™ 

Flat Lap machines but be aware that the amount of disc surface available when used 

with 6″ laps is reduced. 

2. Set up your flat lap machine with the lap you want to use following the instructions 

provided with your machine. 

3. Locate the correct side of the bar for the angle you want to create. There are arrows along the top of the bar that 

point to the angle that particular side makes. For example to create a 45° angle use the 90° / 45° bar. 

4. With the appropriate angle facing toward the lap, install the Angle Bar by inserting the peg legs on the bar into the 

peg holes located on either side of the lap well found on the front of the work surface. Make sure that you fully 

seat the bar into both holes; the bar should rest level on the lip of the lap well. 

How to Use 
It is advisable to practice on a piece of scrap material to get a feel for the process first. 

1. Referring to your machine’s instructions, adjust the lap height, drip control and lap 

speed. Place your material flat against the angle bar with the edge you want facing 

down toward the lap. Then slowly slide it down into the spinning lap. Continue to feed 

the material into the lap, always making sure to keep it flat against the bar. Continue 

removing material until you have the desired angle across the entire face of your 

material. To refine the edge, repeat the process with finer grit laps and then polish. 

2. Always make sure that you are supplying enough water to the diamond laps.  Pay 

particular attention if you are removing large amounts of material or working with harder materials. If powder is 

ever noticeable, you should increase the water supply immediately. 

Helpful Tips 
Use this chart to help decide which angle may be best for your project 

 90° Side: Make clean, straight edges on any piece; ideal for slab boxes 

 45° Side: Miter for better fitting frames and 4-sided projects such as boxes and lamps; bevel edges for unique and 

creative looking jewelry. 

 22.5° Side: Miter for better fitting 8-sided projects; back bevel intarsia pieces for improved fit and surface for epoxy 

to grab; create interesting beveled edges for jewelry pieces. 

 60° Side: Miter for better fitting 3-sided projects; create unique beveled edges for jewelry. 

Service  
If you have any questions or comments regarding the use of this or any Inland product please call Inland Customer 

Service at 1-800-521-8428 9 AM to 5 PM EST, email us at helpdesk@inlandcraft.com, or write us at: 

Inland Craft Products, Co. 

 32052 Edward Dr. 

 Madison Heights, MI 48071 
www.inlandcraft.com 


